In this paper, a minimal cost approach is used Cor contour tracking wilh ii good robustness. Dynamic programming was chosen fnr its efficiency. This gcticral method is applied to the extraction of the cranial c o n t o~r on high resolution X-Ray images. As a first step Cor automated localization of cephalometric points, ail ellipse is then fitted on the extracted conlour. This method was tcstcd on 424 X-Ray images, with different acquisition parameters.
INTRODIJCTION
In orthodontics, ephalometry is used as a therapeutic decision support and as a tool for early detection of dental dysharmonies. This method is based on the detection of particular anatomical points named cephalometric paints. Studied points are often located on hones odand sutures. A cephalometric analysis consists then in comparing angles and lengths obtained from the landmarked cephalometric paints with corresponding normative values. on the dctection w d modeling of the cranial contour. We presenl hcrc a method ior dctecting this cnntour that is based on the conccpi oirninirnal cnst path aid its subsequeni modeling by an ellipse. This method was tcstcd 011 424 images acquired on different systems ( Figure I ).
METHOI)
The detection of the external cranial ~o n t o~r (dome of the skull limited by thcnose and the lowest point of the cranium) by traditional mcthods used for image processing (gradients [21, active contours 131) fails on a large database for some local configuratioiis where intensity gradient3 are low or inverted. Moreover, these methods imply the setting of many parameters for a good detection of the contour (Figure 2 ). These parameters depend on the acquisition system and the quality of the image and robustness is affected.
Fig. 2. Tracking with traditional methods
In particular, low signal to noise ratio, low density of X-rays, patient shape inter-variability and variable osseous density along this contour leads local methods to move away from the cranial contour, especially in presence of notches towards the interior of cranium or noise. Global methods l i e the Level Sets [4] or graph search methods have the disadvantage of a high algorithmic cost. Hence, we propose to use a regional approach based on a minimal cost path algorithm. We apply this method on the gradient image using the regularity of the image franie in order to combine robustness and low algorithmic cost. 'The adopted method is decomposed in three stages, f(11lowed by the modeling of the contour.
Jklection of two points on the cranial contour
The first step of our method consists in automatically detecting two pints on the craiid contour. This detection have to he independent oil the source and quality of X-ray images. These two points are rcspectively localized i n the front and in the back of the skull, in regions U1 which the cephalosrat' does not introduce supplementary uili,rmation on the image. Two hitiary masks having the shape of arcs olcirclc are leanied on a sample of images. They represetit the former aid the frontal pans of the cranium.
Let 1' iuid I2 he the two p i n o that we want to detect. These points defined by practitioners and translated hy iniage experts meet the criteria:
-stronger gradiciit -location oii the axis orthogonal lo thc mask -location within less than 5 pixels from the poult of maximum answer for the oonnalized correlation between the image a i d the binary masks. 
Contour tracking wilh a minimal cost palh approach
The following stage is the detection of the higher pan of the cranial contour, between the two points 11 atid 12 (step I , Figure 4 ). An iterative approach is used fur tracknig this contour which is the stronger gradient path hetwcen 11 and 12. In this appruach the hest successor is computed at each iteration in a local region. The main idea here is to define a cost fuuction. This function has to evaluate the cost of a contour hy computing the cost for each point of this contour. This cost should he minimal at the starting point ol~ari area. This minimal cost path is the cotitour that we search. The first points of this contour arc rctahied a11d the tracking is iterated. The cost function must represent the cnntour uitcnsity. It must also be itivarhit to cnntrast variations. The selected functiuti is thus the opposite gradient of the image. The coiiccpt of regional maximum suppresses m y cnncept of thrcshold and allows a great robustness. We consider that the detection of the higher pan nf the crruiial cntitour is done when the path reaches the poitit 12.
We coiitiiine the tracking hy detecting the lower parts of the cranial cntitnur (steps 2 arid 3, figure 4 ). The same tracking method is used, ending on a rnughness criterion. We smooth the detected cutitour and compute the distaiicc between the detected cniitour arid the smoothed one. Let
{ ( z , , g i ) } l~i < , ,
he the ordered set of poiuts of the detected contour aid {(zf, {$)}IS;S,, be the corresponding nrdcred set of poults of the smoothed cotitn~r, smoothing being a simple mean operator. We consider here the euclidiai distillice:
In step 2 we aim to detect the poult (z, y) that is the frontier between the regular and the irregular pan of the contour.
This point verifies the criterion:
where size is defined relatively to the size of the image. hight irregularity. Let (z, y) he this point and M < n:
In step 3 the goal is to find the first point presenting a (z,Y) E { ( x j ,~~j ) } ,
where ( z j , y j ) are points eorrcsponding to the M greatest values in {+~,Y,)"~{I ,... ,n)}.
Extrapnlatiun of the cnntnur by an ellipse
The next step consisu in the completion of the previously obtained contour by an ellipse. This can be addressed using a sample of points on each extremity of the contour. We cm then compute an ellipse tangent tn both extremities of the cnntour (Figure 6) .
A conic section is represented by a set of points (z, y) that verifies F ( a , x) = 0, where F is defined by: (a) First step: detection (h) Second step: completion 
(8)
The shape of the matrix C invites us to decompose the problem in blocks. We then define the matrices 5'1, S,, SB, S,, a,, a2 a i d CI from the generalized system (equation (6):
Which can be rewritten as:
The inversion of the matrix S4 is previously realized by Cholesky decnniposi~ioti. We can then define a matrix T as: We can easily find a the eigcnvcclor characterizing thc UIIknown conic section.
The next step is to define a parametric equation of the ellipse from the implicit one. If a characterizes the ellipse, the equarion: 
RFSULTS
We tested our method on 424 X-ray images of different quality. The detection of initial points I1 and 12 failed for twu images. For the rest, the contour was correctly extracted in 97% of cases. Failures were principally due to a bad position of the subject during the acquisition: the back part of the skull is then ont of the image. 
CONCLUSION
This papcr presents an original, robust (different acquisition parameter ur noise) and fast method for contour tracking which has been applied to cranial contour extraction.
The detected contour can then be considered as the background for statislical localization of cephalometric points. It can be used tu define an invariant coordinates space for the cephalometric problem. In our further work we proposed such a statistical non-linear modeling with an averagc precision of 2.5 millimeters.
